
And a cooler kitchen too! 
Induction relies on the 
creation of a magnetic field 
between the coil below the 
glass and the induction-
ready pan sitting on top. 
This transfers the heat only 
to the pan and contents 
instantly and stops it 
immediately when the pan  
is removed.

Provides safety 
and convenience 
features with 
automatic shut-off to 
prevent overheating, 
compatible pan 
detection and an ultra 
quiet cooling fan.

Gives you a  
sleeker footprint  

with a width of only 
 127/8 inches 

Above the  
competition in 

handling kitchen 
ambient temperatures 

up to  
124˚F (51˚C).

Delivers extra protection   
with a durable, easy-to-clean, thicker 

glass ceramic top, which is also fully 
sealed with conformal-coated boards if 

grease or moisture intrusion occurs.

Two LED  
displays (see  

power/temperature  
and time displays at 

the same time).  
No need  

to toggle!
Uses a large adaptive control knob 

that adjusts from precise, fine control 
(slow turns) to spanning the full range 

in a single twist (fast turns). 

 
Fitted with  

extra side impact 
protection  

for the top with  
heavy gauge stainless 

steel housing.

www.hatcocorp.com

     
Learn more about the Boxer

Did you know?
According to NBC Sports, Muhammand Ali was voted the best boxer of all time by fans in 2020. The ‘Greatest’ was widely celebrated for 
his legendary achievements inside the squared circle and his incredible long-lasting legacy. Like to think I take after him. 

Model: IRNG-BXC1

Lower energy costs...
- Up to 65% of energy is 
   wasted using gas
- Up to 50% of energy is 
   wasted using  
   radiant electric
- Induction is 85-90% 
  efficient! 

Four IGBT “engines” 
for power and durability.

A Power and Price Knockout
HATCO’S BOXER® COUNTERTOP INDUCTION RANGE
I possess the Magnetic Power System, a unique ability to analyze and maximize the heat necessary 
for any particular cooking task, This makes me one of the fastest and most powerful units in my class! 
Plus I’m super simple to operate and I have a slimmer footprint, an ability to tolerate higher ambient 
kitchen temperatures and best of all, one of the lowest prices around!

No frills and hard to beat.

https://www.hatcocorp.com/en/equipment/induction/countertop-induction-ranges/boxer-countertop-induction-range-irng-bxc1
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